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“Nothing but Noyse”
The Political Complexities of English Maritime and Colonial Soundscapes

Johan Heinsen

An early modern ship—large, hollow, and made of wood—in many ways resembled a giant resonator. Its noises resounded within the colonial and maritime soundscape. They produced dissonances. The sounds that the maritime lower classes produced with their tongues led the captains and officers to consider members of these classes as savage as the colonial others. Attention to the perception by maritime authorities of such a soundscape and especially their descriptions of certain forms of speech as “noise,” complicates histories of colonial lower-class subjects and the politics of their tongues.

In the study of colonial pasts, aural metaphors such as noise, dissonance, and silence are often employed by historians and theorists to signify or deconstruct the discourses of difference between colonizer and colonized. Being perhaps the most pronounced example, postcolonial and subaltern historiographies have rigorously asserted that colonialism and its dominant narratives constituted a sort of “silencing machine” effacing the voice of the colonized.¹ Hence, aural metaphors have become a staple of studies concerned with the lines of exclusion that defined early modern empires. Recently, the study of colonialism has become complicated by a wide array of attempts to show how European expansion also involved the exploitation and silencing of lower-class Europeans—such as sailors, convicts, and indentured servants.² These attempts owe much to Marcus Rediker and Peter Linebaugh’s pathbreaking study of the “hidden history” of lower-class radicalism and resistance in the Atlantic.³ Within this line of thought, historians have perceived the ship—an essential agent of both capitalism and colonialism—as a type of factory, built upon the exploitation of labor, which in turn produced hitherto overlooked solidarities and traditions of resistance. Through the exploration of the maritime soundscape, this article asks how such conflicts were also conflicts about sound and speech. This complicates the link between speech and experience that is either explicitly or implicitly present in studies of maritime resistance.

The argument presented here explores the ship as a world of sound and the place of its lower classes within the extended colonial soundscapes. This is done by drawing upon a wide range of studies in colonial and maritime history as well as on travel accounts. The article engages predominantly with the Anglophone Atlantic, though it also includes examples from several other European empires. This survey will demonstrate how the sailor inhabited an ambivalent place between self and other. He lived aboard ships, which signified both the triumph of empire and potentially threatening aural spaces in themselves. Having outlined this, the article turns to a specific body of writing—English long-distance
travel narratives from the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries—in order to explore how sailors were conceived of as making “noise.” Such descriptions worked anxiously toward silencing maritime lower-class subjects by delineating what the sailor was able to articulate on the basis of his social position. Hence, the sailor was thought by his superiors unable to speak politically, as the government of the ship was separated from that which experience (his work) had taught him.

The Maritime Soundscape and the Sailor as “Other”

Ships were worlds of sound. In his collections of writings by English seafarers in the late sixteenth century, Richard Hakluyt included many passages that described the great “noyse” that any port-residing contemporary would have known well. Such noises read as triumphant:

The shippes hereupon discharge their Ordinance, and shoot off their pieces after the maner of warre, and of the sea, insomuch that the tops of the hilles sounded therewith, the valleys and the waters gave an Eccho, and the Mariners, they shouted in such sort, that the skie rang againe with the noyse thereof. One stoode in the poope of the ship, and by his gesture bids farewel to his friendes in the best maner hee could. Another walkes upon the hatches, another climbes the shrowds, another stand upon the maine yard, and another in the top of the shippe. To be short, it was a very triumph (after a sort) in all respects to the beholders.4

In another passage, the ships in a fleet hailed each other in “a ceremonie done solemnly, and in verie good order, with sound of Trumpets and noyse of cheerefull voyces: and in such sort performed as was no small encouragement.”5 As the maritime soundscape greeted the reader, it signified the triumph that Hakluyt’s seminal monoliths celebrated and encouraged—a narrative of maritime subjects organized to conquer the world. When the crew ran to their designated places, the ship constituted a harmonious success to the outsider. The noise of the choir of sailors and the guns signaled such unity. It was a loud triumphant sound of a well-orchestrated community—a recognizable self, ready to meet the other.6

The English were especially known for such audible acts of salutation. A Danish traveler described this in his narrative of voyages in the early 1670s. Upon meeting an English ship, the Danes were greeted “three times with a happy and jubilant scream so that it tickled our ears. . . . Our captain who was familiar with this maritime tradition had already commanded our people to show them the same honor so they climbed [the ropes] and yelled just as crazily.”7

Such noises were associated with the customs and discipline of war. Mid-eighteenth-century circumnavigator Richard Walter described the positive effect of marching sailors and their “shouts and clamours”: “The huzza’s, I say, of this spirited detachment, joined with the noise of their drums, and favored by the night, had augmented their numbers, in the opinion of the enemy, to at least three hundred.”8 Noise could be a useful aid.

In fact, all early modern European navies used music and sound for a wide variety of purposes. Drummers and trumpeters were a regular fixture on both war and merchant ships
and performed an array of functions. In many navies, visits from prominent guests required rolling drums. An Icelandic traveler described the visit of a Russian aboard a warship in the early seventeenth century as accompanied by four “trumpeters” playing trumpets, horns, and various string instruments “with great art.” Music and cannons were also used when ships passed each other. The world of sound aboard ship was part of the workings of diplomacy. Such sounds also helped secure the ship in other important ways. If a squadron was caught in a fog they could use “sound and noise by drumme, trumpet, horne, gunne, or otherwise means, that the ships may come as nigh together, as by safetie and good order they may.” They served other practical purposes as well. In many Atlantic port cities, authorities used drums when ships departed to signal that the crew needed to embark. Gun or cannon fire were used ritually during burials at sea.

Music might also have served entertainment purposes. The articles of the pirate Bart Roberts suggest that pirates kept trumpeters, who got Sundays off. British naval historian N. A. M. Rodger concludes, “Music and dancing were part of life in wardroom and mess throughout the Navy. . . . Some ships had bands of a sort, and privateers used music to help recruitment.” A Danish naval officer remarked that “music and play on board is a wonderful means of encouraging and mitigating the in many ways painful and hard service. It cheers the men up and makes them forget their hard labour.” Pirates and naval officers were two distinctly different (even opposed) social groups, but each seems to have delighted in music. Plain singing was also common. In his famous study of the mutiny on the Bounty, historical anthropologist Greg Dening underscored how singing accompanied work and brought the crew together. This was a common practice throughout European navies. Songs even transgressed borders. Danish mariners often sang songs borrowed from their Dutch colleagues when in need of a song befitting of a specific task. Like music, singing also helped keep the crew content. A Danish traveler aboard a naval vessel described how, during especially tiresome tasks, officers encouraged the sailors to sing in order to keep them from complaining: “And so they sang a couple of bal- lads during the work, but the most part of them complained of the dryness of their throats.” Religious songs as well as prayer were fixtures of life at sea. On many such occasions, the ship’s bell called mariners to service. All the major seafaring nations produced hymn books specifically for mariners.

In all these various functions, sound, music, and song served ritual and even ceremonial purposes. Greg Dening has underlined how “ceremony emplots relation- ships in unambivalent spaces.” In all the examples cited above, the ship exists in such an unambivalent mode. However, the ship and all its many sounds could also make for uneasy spaces. Other more jarring sounds often supplanted loud triumphant noises or harmonious singing. The scientist Frederik von Haven described the fright- ful sounds he heard aboard the ship as it “worked” in bad weather. He detailed the “groaning and roaring which this causes in the timber as well as by the cannons” and anxiously remarked, “It seems that the planks and the beams want to snap from each other. The cannons whine and howl and seem to want to tear themselves loose. . . . This makes for a most discomforting music and a terrible alarm down in the ship. In the middle of the ship is the mast tree doing its work and making a peculiar tumult.” In its worrisome materiality—signaled by its noises—the ship was a dis- concerting space. Other outsiders convey similar unease in resonant ways. French mathematician Amédée-François Frézier remarked,
The Tediousness of so long a Stay, the Sharpness of the Winter, then well advanc’d, the Wind, the Cold, and the Rain, which I must be expos’d to every other four Hours, during the Watches we kept alternatively Day and Night without Interruption, according to the Custom of the Sea; and the Inconveniency of a Merchantship, in which a Man scarce knew where to bestow himself, began to make me sensible to the Hardships of a Sailor’s Life, and how opposite it was to that Quiet and Retiredness which are requisite for Study and Meditation, my greatest Delights ashore.  

To such learned men, the ship itself was a place that did not belong to the civilized self. It distinctly lacked “quiet” in all the aural and social meanings of the term. To many contemporaries, sailors’ voices sounded in ways that befitted life in such an alien and noisy space. The problem was often one of politics and what we might call “dissonance.” This term signifies the lack of difference among people. The ship itself was perceived by authorities to be a space dependent upon difference that was to displace any politics. The commissions granted to captains delegated sovereignty to punish anyone stepping out of bounds. Greg Dening has phrased this displacement succinctly: “There is a commonsensical character to institutions of discipline that says they can have no politics, no negotiating power within them. The fact of their necessity fills them with natural, even universal, signs. They have, it is supposed, their own intrinsic logic.” Hence, the stark realities of shipboard life and its hierarchical relations demanded that inherent differences between people were to be taken as a fact. Dissonance was what happened when such a demand and the signs of difference imposed by it were contested. As applies to the consonance of notes in music, the order of the ship rested upon that which were perceived as stable intervals between its parties. Dissonance was the instability that happened when such a system no longer dictated social relations on the ship.

Descriptions of displeasing sounds were an intrinsic part of even early colonial writing. Within the confused soundscape of colonialism, full of what John Smith called “hellish notes and screeches,” we find the ship and its dubious community. In his writings, Smith equated the sailor with the noisy savage. Like many travel writers, Smith equated “Souldiers, Sailers, and Salvages” in his description of a cacophony of unruly subalterns.

In his attempt to replicate the voyage of Francis Drake, Sir Richard Hawkins heard sailors speaking in various disorderly ways. His narrative of his voyage represented a kind of instructional text to help captains interpret the signals of a murmuring shipboard community. What Hawkins feared most was “idle navigations”—the long uneventful time aboard ship when the tongue would employ itself in telling stories and become “possessed with imaginations” that might eventually lead to mutiny. He likened the on-board community to the hydra. The only way to counter its monstrous voice was to use historical examples, such as those provided by Hakluyt’s collections, to teach the community of their ancestors’ “patience, silence, and suffering.” This is a logic of identity (teaching subjects who they are through the use of the past as example) and difference (naturalizing the social hierarchy).

Hawkins was not the only maritime authority fearing empty time. Maritime historian Peter Earle remarks that during long and tedious voyages, captains would make up work to keep sailors employed. However, in spite of such precautions, sailors were gregarious and loud people. Hawkins’s contemporary Sir William Monson advised,
If any under your Command in that Ship shall be a common Swearer, Blasphemer, Railer, Drunkard, Pilferer, or Sleep at his Watch, or make Noise, and not betake himself to his Place of Rest after the Watch is set, or shall not keep his Cabin cleanly, or be discontented with his Proportion of Victuals, or shall spoil and waste them, or any other necessary Provision for the Ship, or shall commit any Insolency or Disorder, sitting by you to be corrected, you are to Punish them according to the Order and Custom of the Sea.35

The equivalence between actual noises and disorderly speech is telling. In both instances, the sailor was to be silenced by the law, and the ship should be a well-governed economy of sounds, silences, and authoritarian words: “The Next Care of a General is to give Instructions to his Captains, in as brief and plain a manner as he can, that no Ambiguities may arise.” Should the tongue run its harmfully disruptive ways, Monson went as far as to devise a remedy fit for the crime: “to Gagg or Scrape their Tongues for Blasphemy or Swearing: This will tame the most Rude and Savage People in the World.”36 For Monson, sailors were true barbarians.

Further exploration of the sailor’s part in the colonial soundscape could follow many different itineraries. There are similar histories of the dissonances of maritime communities outside the Anglophone Atlantic. In his comprehensive study of blasphemy in Western Europe, Alain Cabantous includes sailors among the groups that were seen as emblematic swearers. He notes that the link between blasphemy and ships might be due to the consequences that such foul language might have entailed aboard ship. Not only could blasphemy provoke God’s punishment, it was also seen to be potentially upsetting the social order of the ship itself by igniting “simmering disgruntlement.”37 Spanish maritime historian Pablo Pérez-Mallaina identified attempts to rule the tongues of Spanish seafarers in the colonial fleets, while Javier Villa-Flores found sailors to be among the chief blasphemers in colonial Mexico, where blasphemy was linked to a “mobile culture of work.”38 South African historian Nigel Penn has studied life aboard Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (United East India Company, VOC) vessels rounding the Cape and found sailors to be anxiously associated with foul language countered only by psalms and prayer.39 A perhaps less well-known example of maritime conflicts involving sounds and problematic speech derives from the much smaller Danish Atlantic empire, whose first decades were marked by authorities’ anxieties over language that often involved sailors. One incident is particularly striking. The first ship that set off to colonize the island of St. Thomas in 1671 erupted into conflict as the sailors refused to come to service when the ship’s bell rang. The solution was to displace their noises with more prayers and psalms. The governor-to-be imposed severe punishment on any speech that he interpreted as unruly or mutinous. Still, he complained rigorously about blasphemous language in long letters to Copenhagen. However, once the sailors had left him and his colonists (continually fighting over language) in the Caribbean and ventured back to Denmark, they took their revenge and spread stories about the young colony as being “worse than Barbary.” This meant that Copenhageners dreaded the colony for decades, hampering the growth of the fledgling empire.40

In the Anglophone Atlantic from c. 1670 to 1750, captains and other travelers often relied upon the term noise to mark disorderly and noisy speech as sound distinct from speech.41 The deployment of the term noise appears in narratives of extraordinarily long
voyages and frequently deals with issues of mutiny and piracy. Several, though not all, of the narratives are well known to maritime historians, as they have figured as valuable sources about life at sea. Much less is understood about the political logic behind the frequent descriptions of noisy lower-class subjects and what this reveals about maritime conflict and traditions of resistance.

Voyage Narratives and the Noises on the Deck

During the last decades of the seventeenth century and the first decades of the eighteenth century, at the time when English piracy in the Caribbean and the Atlantic peaked, narratives about long-distance voyages proliferated. These writings form a complex and heavily layered tradition full of intertextual references to the writings of other travelers. They are often concerned with intricate portrayals of the exotic locations observed and targeted at readers and even scientists in Europe, while simultaneously acting as instructional texts to be carried along on future voyages. In the latter function, they had important precedents and relied on a form familiar to readers of older narratives of long-distance voyaging, such as those collected by Hakluyt or written by Hawkins—as manuals on how to constitute worlds of harmonious sounds and silences. These writings implicitly and sometimes even explicitly situate themselves as interventions in the soundscapes of ships. They anxiously attempt to ward off the politics that ships were to be voided of, but which continued to unsettle the maritime soundscape.

Privateer Captain Woodes Rogers, author of an authoritarian account of his circumnavigation, applied the term *noise* to nature at its wildest, such as the famous sea lions at Juan Fernandez: “I struck the Point into his Breast, and wounded him all the three times he made at me, which forc’d him at last to retire with an ugly Noise, snarling and shewing his long Teeth at me out of the water.” Thus, the long-distance voyage narratives of the time were firmly within the tradition of othering through descriptions of noise. However, “noise” was also employed to describe the circulation of certain stories about piracy among the maritime classes. Describing the Cape of Good Hope, he remarked, “I spoke with an English and an Irish-man, who had been several Years with the Madagascar Pirates, but were now pardoned, and allowed to settle here: They told me, that those miserable Wretches, who had made such a Noise in the World, were now dwindled to 60 or 70, most of them very poor and despicable, even to the Natives, among whom they had married.” He went on to describe the need to destroy such pirate strongholds, as they were “a Temptation for loose stragling Fellows.” What he feared was, in part, that such places which “scarce deserve to be mentioned” had become myths circulating among sailors wishing to emulate the pirates. Such circulation constituted a noise. Rogers sought to counter it by telling the “true” story. In addition, he demonstrated how corporeal punishment could be used to produce “quiet” among the sailors who might be tempted by the words circulating among them. Thus, with explicit reference to such a strategy of silencing, he describes the punishment of a sailor named Peter Clark—“an ill abusive Fellow”—whose crime was exactly such a noise as “he had wished himself aboard a Pirate.”

Such instructions on how to produce “quiet” fill the narrative of another privateer, Captain Nathaniel Uring. Like Rogers, Uring associated “noise” with the colonial
soundscape, as in his descriptions of the sounds of Tunis: “Their musick is the worst I ever heard in any country, except Guinea; tho’ it appears some of them are Lovers of Noise.” In other places, he attributes “a most fearful Noise” to a group of Indians, “several of them speaking at the same Time.” Yet, to Uring the ship itself was also tainted by such “hideous” sounds, which were linked to piracy as a threat emanating from the speech on the deck. Like Rogers, he portrayed corporeal punishment as the only way to produce “quiet.” He described how, in a mutiny that had made him wary that his people might “turn Pirates,” he summoned his crew and struck a supposed conspirator until “seeing Blood run plentifully about his Ears.” This brutality seems to have made other sailors in the community open their mouths, yet this only causes Uring to subject them to the same treatment. Such passages read as a moment of triumph for Uring’s silencing law: “This put an End to the Spokesmen, not another Man daring to open his Mouth.”

In his famed narrative, Rogers’s pilot and famous explorer William Dampier often seems to suggest that one would be better off among Indians than among sailors, owing to their distinctly more pleasing soundscape:

And they are withal the quietest and civilest People that I did ever meet with. I could never perceive them to be angry with one another. I have admired to see 20 or 30 Boats aboard our Ship at a time, and yet no difference among them; but all civil and quiet, endeavouring to help each other on occasion: No noise, nor appearance of distaste: and although sometimes cross Accidents would happen, which might have set other Men together by the Ears, yet they were not moved by them. Sometimes they will also drink freely, and warm themselves with their Drink; yet neither then could I ever perceive them out of Humour.

Dampier’s narrative leaves no question that the “other Men” were the crews of ships. Mutinous speech is described as “noise.” In the unpublished manuscript version of Dampier’s narrative, the crew becomes unruly when seditious words are “once noysed.” Dampier later found himself in the position of commander. In this role he would, ironically, be accused by his officers of not distancing himself properly from “noise.” In a court-martial, his lieutenant, George Fisher, described Dampier’s insufficiently authoritarian handling of mutinous tongues: “[Dampier] answered as before, that he would send them [two mutineers] ashoar when the shipp was upon Saileing, and not before, to avoid a Noise; Notwithstanding which, they being his Old Acquaintance, he carried them to sea.”

Other captains also had problems countering noise. Slave trader William Snelgrave was betrayed by his own crew as they joined pirates off the African Gold Coast. Snelgrave would use the narrative of his time among pirates to show “the Humours and Temper of [this] sort of People.” The barbarisms of the pirates were to be experienced with one’s ears: “Moreover, the execrable Oaths and Blasphemies, I heard among the Ship’s Company, shock’d me to such a degree, that in Hell itself I thought there could not be worse; for tho’ many Seafaring Men are given to Swearing and taking God’s Name in vain, yet I could not have imagined, human Nature could ever so far degenerate, as to talk in the manner those abandoned Wretches did.” Snelgrave also equates the sailors with the slaves in the hold, who were also capable of producing “great noise.” A similar story was penned by another pirate captive, Philip Ashton Jr., who was taken by pirates around the same time as Snelgrave, and who describes the soundscape as equally tormenting: “prodigious drinking,
monstrous cursing and swearing, hideous blasphemies, and open defiance of heaven, and contempt of Hell itself was the constant employment, unless when sleep something abated the noise and revelings.”

His description evoked the typical captivity narrative—a genre that usually portrayed Europeans, captive among non-Europeans, confronting the threat of cultural and religious difference. In Ashton’s narrative, this fear is transposed onto the pirate ship, where Ashton finds himself able to heroically resist his captors’ intent of making him succumb to the ways of the pirates.

Voyage narratives provided a varied array of instructions on how to counter the threatening noise of the decks. Captain George Shelvocke (traveling with Rogers’s narrative on board) strikingly describes the common sailors as issuing “fore-castle conversation.” Shelvocke then shows how such “noise” made even an officer of his “dead to all the civilities I had continually heap’d upon him, and [who] now . . . preferr’d the mean despicable familiarity of the common sailors, to any thing he could see in the great cabin.”

This is the paradoxical crime of the noisy sailor: telling stories that worked to erase difference and hierarchy—in this example turned into a spatial hierarchy distinguishing the “fore-castle” and the “great cabbin.” Shelvocke might write off the words of sailors as “needless tautologies, insignificant expressions, incoherency, and dull confusion,” but he demonstrated how such articulations carried the potential to completely unsettle the order of the ship-board community.

The ultimate threat was mutiny. Shelvocke describes mutinous language as “noise”: “But as this must be carried by a majority of votes, according to their own Articles, they assembled before my tent to debate this matter, which they did in a noisy clamorous manner on both sides.” Such noise would render the social body foreign to itself by manifesting as an equality of speech, ignoring the markers of difference and the imperative of silence. For captains, the term *noise* represented a political problem of voices speaking out of turn—a break within a social order in which some sounds represented “speech” while others were merely “noise.”

As remarked by Jacques Rancière, “the disorder of politics is strictly identical to a disorder of knowledge.” Nowhere is this equivalence more clearly felt than in supercargo Richard Simson’s unpublished account of his Pacific voyage under John Strong in 1689–90. He describes the challenges faced by the crew when reaching the Pacific: “There it was one might have observed what mettal our men were of.” What Simson heard from the deck was the manifestation of difference expressing itself as a limitation. In certain situations, the inherent ability (or lack thereof) of men would emerge. The character of this limitation was fundamental and would emerge despite the sailors’ pretending to be capable of taking part in the government of their own worlds and despite the extent to which their tongues would cause them to be “possessed with imaginations”:

I had occasion to observe, that excepting that which Men call Business, that is, what they are well versed in, in [which] they have served, and about which they have been conversant, the most part of their Life, the rest of the acting of some Men amount to nothing but noyse, . . . by this they are acted, but when any thing of considerable concern comes in their way, tho of common Interest, y[et] being a thing in which they have not labo[r]ued (such as [coun]sell and foresight) they seem to be at a palpable loss.

The “noyse” of the maritime soundscape is the result of the impossible attempt to break the link between the speaker’s inherent social and political inferiority and the speaker’s tongue.
It marks a threshold that the sailors might attempt to cross, but which they ultimately cannot
cross. We may see this as an attempt to ward off a certain politics in which the sailors
appropriated a language that authorities saw as exterior to the social world of their subjects.
Hence, “noyse” signals a para-
dox: the (faulty) “speech” of those who did not possess such
an ability. Like so much colonial discourse, this demarcation reads like a feverish act of
what Rancière calls “policing”—an act “that puts bodies in their place and their role
according to their ‘properties,’ . . . The principle of this kind of being-together is simple: it
gives to each the part that is his due according to the evidence of what he is.”64 This
principle enables a taxonomy of difference: “The police is thus first an order of bodies that
defines the allocation of ways of doing, ways of being, and ways of saying, and sees that
those bodies are assigned a name to a particular place and task; it is an order of the visible
and sayable that sees that a particular activity is visible and another is not, that this speech is
understood as discourse and another as noise.”65

Hence, maritime power relations were predicated upon the idea of a distribution of
ability that the tongue could never overcome. This distribution of speech was a very real
mechanism within the ship, as evidenced by the many stories of tongues being punished to
put them back in place.66

“Noise” was tied to the emergence of an excess of speech dislocated from the
authoritarian conception of the social body. This excess was expressed in several related
ways by Simson’s contemporaries. Another recurring portrayal depicted such moments of
shipboard discourse as “pretend.” What was spoken by mutinous sailors could not be the
truth because it was spoken by subjects who did not know the world they sought to
appropriate. Instead, it was to be understood as a kind of dangerous play in which the parties
claimed to know it. Nowhere was the paradoxical character of this crime expressed more
succinctly than in a narrative of a mutiny among a pirate crew in early 1681 at Juan
Fernandez in the Pacific, in which an officer of the expedition remarked, “A party of the
disaffected to Captain Sharp got ashoar and subscribed a Paper to make John Watling
Commander, pretending liberty to a free election as they termed it, and that Watling had it
by vote.”67 Here, lower-class subjects proved dangerously able to accomplish something that
was ruled out by authoritarian logic. Hence, their appearance as political actors took the
form of a misappropriation of language, as they were “pretending” that their voices had the
ability to speak. The distancing framing phrase “as they termed it” closed off what seemed
to be a dangerous appropriation of political forms, signaled by the term liberty and the
dangerously anarchic free election. Other voyagers would complain of similar crimes
against a reserved political language and terms such as justice.68 Such appropriations were
also often accomplished by the refrain “as they termed it.”69 Similar to the “noise”
demarcated by Simson, such framings nervously warned readers not to be tricked by what
masked itself as political speech spoken by those who could not know such language.70

Conclusion

The wooden ship resonated with sounds. Some signaled the triumph of European expansion,
while others signaled the ambivalences inherent to the project. Central to such concerns
were the tongues of sailors and the sounds they uttered. Often conceived as blasphemous or
outright rebellious, sailors spoke in ways that repeatedly unsettled the maritime soundscape. This anxiety marked all European maritime empires, both large and small.

The political logic behind such assertions of the noisy sailor tied speech to experience, creating a threshold that the sailor was perceived to be unable to cross. Paradoxically, the writings asserting such a threshold often read as instructions on how to keep the common sailor from the conceptually impossible act of crossing it. Such is the case in the long-distance voyage narratives studied in some detail here. In these, we hear the sailor contributing to the maritime and colonial soundscape. Whether they are authoritarian instructions on how to impose a silencing law ritual or captivity narratives detailing how to keep one’s civility among such barbarous tongues, the writings of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries conceive of the sailor’s voice in a paradoxical manner: as both inert and somehow too powerful. The noise of the sailors was both to be discarded as inherently nonsensical and to be fought vehemently as deeply dangerous. Such ambivalences characterize the conception of the sailor’s ability of speech as being limited by his social position and the experiences it offered him—while at the same time being linked to fears that the sailor’s tongue was able to conjure up “imaginations” and “pretend liberty.” The formula “nothing but noyse” therefore resonates with unease.

This article has worked to explore the political logic inherent in the maritime soundscape and its dissonances. The complexities of this soundscape present a certain challenge to histories of maritime resistance. At its heart is a contradiction that should not be ignored. The employment of the term *noise* studied here points to the way in which the ability of speech was tightly linked to class, work, and experience in the discourses of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century authorities. At the same time, conflicts of the maritime soundscape were to some extent also conflicts in which the sailors spoke out of place, appropriating speech in an open-ended struggle over language itself. If we are to fully appreciate the ways in which antagonisms shaped early modern colonialism, we must therefore, from time to time, allow for a break in the tight symmetry of exploitation and expression that social histories of resistance traditionally rest upon. This break might allow historical agents to speak what cannot otherwise be deduced from their place within a social division of bodies, places, words and actions; in other words, we must allow for a conception of dissonance (that uncertain collapse of proper intervals) as an issue of relevance in history.

**Notes**


5. Ibid., 4:242.

6. In one passage, this constitution of a surface through sound becomes reflexive. When his distressed community comes under threat from locals while preparing their homeward voyage, a captain devised a strategy to make his men seem stronger than they were: “He would make all his men whole & sound to make a great noyse with knocking stickes, stones, hammers, and other things togerther” (ibid., 8:248).


10. Jon Olafsson, Jon Olafssons oplevelser som bøsseskytte under Christian IV (Jon Olafsson’s Experiences as an Artillerist under Christian IV’s Reign) (Copenhagen: Gyldendalske Boghandel, 1905), 133.

11. Seerup, Søetaten, 308.

13. On slave ships, music was sometimes used when the sailors brought the slaves on deck for daily exercise. The spectacle was often referred to as “dancing.” See Rediker, *Slave Ship*, 237–38.
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